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What happens when an entire
modern state’s material culture – everyday
disposables and perishable products,
clothing, appliances, iconic socialist
government buildings and structures –
virtually overnight becomes obsolete,
swallowed up in radical discontinuity
by a powerful adversarial political system and consumerism-oriented capitalist
‘democratic’ economy? How do ordinary people encounter what remains, in what
ways at grassroots does a vanished socialist past, sedimented in things and sites
– in solid albeit ghostly materiality – continue to circulate, disrupted and reappropriated, shaping the politics of both official and vernacular memory, well
beyond mere nostalgia? In this remarkable, thought-provoking study, Jonathan
Bach examines the vital, at times highly controversial afterlife of East Germany
in the near quarter-century following the fall of the Berlin Wall, exploring “how
materiality figures in society’s negotiations over multiple, overlapping, and
often contradictory pasts.”(xiii) Through an innovative methodological lens of
ethnography and mode of analysis akin to an archaeology of the ‘presence of
absence and the absence of presence,’ he illuminates key contours of what has
been neologized in Germany, by many ironically, as Ostalgie, nostalgia for the
East German past. ‘Ostalgia’ in this extraordinary study emerges as far more,
a whole engine of complex cultural memory in the Cold War’s wake, vibrantly
galvanized among many ordinary ex-Ossis in their vernacular ‘lived experience,’
personal identity and memory-laden, often schismatic self-positionings, and
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the ways in which abrupt unification functioned to assault personhood and
identity, senses of place and history, cultural memory and its dynamics. His
powerful ethnography taps ‘people’s voices,’ a kind of ‘narrative knowledging’
that permeates his analysis, drawing on oral input and sources.
Iconic on the book’s cover is the image of the REMA Trabant T6 portable
radio, simply designed, a modern appliance for ‘information on the go’ East
German-style and much-beloved in the GDR, manufactured from 1960 on during
the birth years internationally of portable listening and recording technology
(see https://tinyurl.com/y5p29nho). Interestingly, its model as ‘Trabant’ bears
the very same designation as the famous Trabant automobile (from 1957 to 1990),
in some ways the ‘poster child’ of an alternative socialist ‘people’s car,’ simple
and enduring in style, its 18 HP two-stroke engine, duroplast its compact body,
perhaps the most symbolic manufactured item of GDR industry, however long
waiting for delivery. Readers can enjoy this trip down ‘memory lane’ in a 1990
Trabant: https://tinyurl.com/yy4jl6sq. The driver’s narrative reflects the modes
of ambivalent discourse about the GDR past that Bach analyzes.
In four highly illuminating chapters and a striking epilogue, What
Remains analyzes the effects of these unmoored artifacts in memoryscapes in the
‘unification present’ in Germany. Bach juxtaposes four sites where the stakes of
the everyday appear: everyday consumer products, socialist consumption goods
reappropriated in a kind of transformative ‘ostalgia’ (chap. 1); amateur museums
dedicated to collecting everyday life under socialism and its post-unification
‘orphaned’ artifacts (chap. 2); the memoryscape of the seat of the East German
Volkskammer Parliament and very popular cultural and event center in the huge
Palace of the Republic in Berlin constructed under Erich Honecker on the site
of a demolished earlier famous landmark, vacated abruptly in 1990 and finally
controversially demolished in 2008 (chap. 3); the remains of a largely despised
and feared Berlin Wall, albeit memorialized and fetishized today in multiple
modes in its ghostly Berlin cityscape afterlife (chap. 4). The analysis moves from
the local, the intimate, and the small to the national, the impersonal, and the
large, culminating in an Epilogue analyzing an East-West student-written and
-performed dramatic play, Exit Ghost. The book has 47 figures, 40 pages of notes,
a rich bibliography and a detailed 14-page index. The book is also about how
people grapple with multiple social and cultural anomie in the GDR’s psychic
rubble.
As an ethnographer, he argues convincingly for a rethink of the role of
‘everydayness’ as a site for ‘working through’ and reckoning with difficult pasts,
in Germany’s case Nazism and the Cold War sequel of ‘walled’ division and a
breakneck unification that in effect coopted the dismantled GDR and its often
confused inhabitants. Given this lens of in-depth inquiry into post-socialist
dynamics of cultural memory, a central thesis in this review in that the book
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and Bach’s ethnographics of memory spaces – objects and lieux de mémoire
– can also serve as a fruitful paradigm for reimagining other post-socialist
ruptured memoryscapes and their reticulations in Bulgaria, Romania, former
Yugoslavia, Albania, Ukraine, the Soviet Union and elsewhere. The forcible and
abrupt ‘incorporation’ (in multiple senses) and ‘cooptation’ of socialist Germany
into a corporate capitalist, alternative socioeconomic system and powerful
state with a shared cultural heritage of 100s of years was singular within the
former socialist bloc – there was no socialist East Bulgaria and neoliberal West
Bulgaria, Hungary East and West, etc. Much that Bach describes in his analysis
must be understood in that differing social, cultural and political context of the
‘two Germanies’ wrenched by the West into one. Nonetheless, I would contend
that his entire framework, its insights and implications can very productively
be applied to other post-socialist memoryscapes – and the dynamic interplay
there between material culture and the motley modalities into which the
socialist past in its specifics and materiality is rebraided, repressed, dis- and
re-membered, especially at the gut level of the ‘vernacular everyday.’ As Bach
stresses: “Cultural obsolescence and fetishizing of Western goods occurred all
throughout the former Soviet Bloc as the market economy swept former socialist
countries in the 1990s. Yet the process was much more far reaching in the former
GDR because of its whirlwind accession to West Germany. This makes the GDR
transition unique while prefiguring the transformations in material culture
and everyday life across the postsocialist world, from Eastern Europe and the
Balkans across Russia and Central Asia to, in its own way, postreform China.”
(4-5, Kindle ed.)
I will allude to that in regard to Bulgaria’s ‘presence of absence’ at various
points in the review, also including pointers to Bulgarian ‘monumental dead
concrete.’ E.g. the striking vernacular narrative by a family (and conjunct local
images) in a new docu-film Altimir by a US filmmaker, about a now dramatically
shrunken village 100 km north of Sofia, reflects some of the same memoryscape
themes in the depopulating Bulgarian countryside that Bach scrutinizes in the
context of the former GDR (section below). It is my hope that colleagues elsewhere
within the ambit of states that ‘lost’ the Cold War will be stimulated to rework
and apply Bach’s approaches and insights to their distinctive ‘present-past.’ My
thesis: Bach’s ‘ethnographic turn’ is highly germane to ‘cultural memory studies’
in Europe’s East and beyond, exploring the intersections of cultural memory
sedimented in material culture and its ‘reappropriated’ and ‘orphaned’ remains.
As a pre-view to the review, watch several scenes from the iconic film
by the director Wolfgang Becker, Good Bye, Lenin! (2003), which did much to
bring the ostalgia theme into the German cultural mainstream and its memory
dynamics. Here (https://tinyurl.com/y3536tbg) the unification scene; here
(https://tinyurl.com/y58qdttr) the unsettling violent protest scene of October
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7 th, 1989, which Alex attends and is arrested, while his mother Christiane
watches in sheer shock, collapsing with a heart attack. An overview of the film
is worth perusing: https://tinyurl.com/h7385fx.
Introduction
In his “Introduction,” Bach sketches the core of his incisive vantage:
“When in 1990 the most advanced socialist country dissolved with breakneck
speed, the artifacts it left behind appeared as debris, detritus, suddenly out of
time and out of place, anachronistic remnants of a failed dream for socialist
modernity. This book concerns the aftermath of such radical discontinuity.
It looks at what happens when the state vanishes, leaving behind a material
legacy that both resists and demands a response from ordinary people. I trace
this response through contemporary encounters with things and places from
socialist everyday life as they become repackaged as nostalgia items, redeployed
as social criticism, and reused in ways that transform the meaning of coming to
terms with the past.”(1) He also stresses the disturbing significance for German
cultural memory of the double inheritance of the Nazi and socialist past, regimes
often bundled together in colloquial discourse on the center-right as ‘Germany’s
dual dictatorships.’ He notes: “For a nation whose current identity rests in large
part on its substantial accomplishments in coming to terms with the past, this
contentious comparison haunts and shapes debates over remembering the
socialist, and by extension the National Socialist, eras, with implications for
a wider European ethics of memory that relies heavily on the German model.”
(7) ‘Ethics of memory’ and its politics is a complex he explores throughout the
analysis. Regarding that ‘double inheritance,’ Bach observes: “A commonplace
remark after the success of the 2003 film Good-bye Lenin, which pushed ostalgia
into the mainstream, was about how hard it would be to imagine “Good-bye
Hitler.” (35) He also deems it significant that half of former GDR citizens in a poll
“see ‘more good than bad’ in the memory of the failed state.” And thus stresses
that the “sentiments that socialist intentions were in principle laudable, or that
friendship was more genuine in the East despite the surveillance state, or that
specific GDR social welfare programs such as childcare were more progressive
than in the West, are not limited to recalcitrant regime loyalists.” (2) That is also
germane to realities of mentality in post-socialist Bulgaria, former Yugoslavia
and elsewhere.
Intriguing in Figure 1.2 on p. 16 is an ostalgic ‘retro-minded’ T-shirt, what
was better back in the GDR in ten cartoon drawings. In part the text reads:
“Not everything was good, but a lot was better! There was more time for love …
Children were taken care of …We still had neighbors and colleagues … Work and
training for everyone … The pensions were secure … We long looked forward to
our darling, our car.” That last cartoon image shows of course a beloved Trabant,
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with mom, dad and child, their arms raised in joyous celebration frolicking
around their new classic auto. Bach has some 47 images in the book, many fullpage, a number his own photos as ethnographer of ‘present-past.’ He goes on
to stress that the everyday “transcends and transgresses the boundaries of the
political through its malleability – the everyday as refuge, as false consciousness,
as a space for liberation and collusion, retreat and restlessness,” where material
culture provides a lens of strong diopter for examining the “workings of the
everyday in situations of radical discontinuity because it confers on ordinary
things an important yet underexplored role in working through the living legacy
of contested pasts.” (3)
If a core concern in memory studies is about how symbolic meaning
is produced and attached to places, objects, and people, Bach’s ethnographyanchored approach looks at “how different modes of engagement with material
remains take the forms of commodification, display, and performance – what
I refer to as acts of appropriation… These modes of engagement add, displace,
and challenge the settling of symbolic meaning.” Page 30 presents an image of
Spee detergent “one of the most well-known objects of ostalgia.” His analysis is
complex, difficult to reproduce in its rich and intriguing ethnographic detail
and discourse, and worth a probing read.
He expands his underlying theory: “These objects unsettle because
everyday objects and places – here household products, television sets,
buildings, and even the Berlin Wall itself – are (mis)used in ways not anticipated
or sanctioned by their makers, original users, or mainstream society. As they
move between invisibility and visibility, they reveal how vestiges of socialism
become vernacular forms of remembrance and chart a different trajectory
alongside, and often against, official public memory discourses. This book
traces the unsettling effects of these artifacts unmoored from their vanished
state and demonstrates how ordinary people use the spaces of the everyday to
create memory from below.” (4)
“The Taste Remains” Chap. 1
In his first chapter, “The Taste Remains,” Bach looks at a whole range of
edibles that many ex-Ossis think were of higher quality than today’s foodstuffs.
Some of his interviewees even assert the East German beers produced today
are really ‘fake,’ and contain West German beer, not the ‘real’ former beloved
brew. Bach notes: “As the phenomenon of ostalgia becomes increasingly
institutionalized and commodified within Germany’s larger cultural memory
landscape, it is the Janus face of nostalgia that allows it to function as a means
for transmitting cultural knowledge. I argue here that nostalgia is a collective
phenomenon that emerges through the effects of commodification, which
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transforms everyday objects into nostalgia objects and enables their circulation
and recombination with contemporary debates, tropes, and symbols.” (17) That
is a focus relevant elsewhere in analyzing Europe’s cultural memoryscapes.
He stresses: “Examining the relation between materiality and nostalgia helps
understand not only how ostalgia emerged but why it did not wane with the
coming of the first post-unification generation, rather becoming seemingly
entrenched. The German case also helps us think through broader questions
about the function of nostalgia as a form of cultural transmission. East Products
work precisely to reverse this: by refusing the self-evidently superior western
goods for the ‘good old’ East German products, it is the easterner who seeks
to use the market symbolically against the West.” (17-18) He argues that East
Products served as a form of ‘cultural intimacy’ ‘insiderhood’ against a powerful
outsider, the West Germans.
Bach observes: “The products of everyday life that returned to or
remained on the market – detergent, pickles, mustard, beer – were intimate
also in the literal sense of being ephemeral products that came into close
contact with the body. … Within a short time certain brands developed cult
status, in part because they were still available, familiar, and inexpensive and
in part because of their design, which emphasized the instantly legible retrodirectness of socialist-era advertising.” (21) He notes that in conversations
with friends, in stores, and in online forums, he encountered eastern Germans
regarding Eastern Products as “better tasting in part because they were more
authentic: some considered them purer in substance (less preservatives) and
soul (less marketing gimmicks), even if this was not always the case.” (21) So
‘good old’ East German products became “vehicles of unsubtle defiance.” East
German cigarette brands regained popularity, including the cigarette brand f6,
with a slogan “The taste remains” Although quality and production have been
decisively improved, the f6, now owned by Phillip Morris corporation, “remains
exactly the same as it always was: powerful, strong, and incomparably aromatic
in taste” (26) (here a striking new ad, note also its symbolism: https://tinyurl.
com/y4xjezc6 ). Here a whole range of GDR tobacco products available after 1990;
the comment there, anti-socialist in tenor, contends there was a class-based
consumption pattern: https://tinyurl.com/y3b5byuc. Penny Markt, for example,
today stocks Eastern products in approximately 30 percent of its shelves in its
almost six hundred eastern German branches, indicated by signs with the slogan
“Eastern is Delicious,” using an adjective that also means “exquisite” (‘Östlich ist
köstlich’), with a range of local products such as Bautzner Senf (mustard), famous
Spreewald gherkins (see this firm advert: https://tinyurl.com/y6fzctoy), Nudossi
hazelnut spread and Sternquell beer. In conversations, printed interviews, and
their own materials, these German ‘retro’ store proprietors disavow ostalgia. As
the store Ostprodukte Versand puts it, they offer what people want, keeping alive
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“affectionate memories of how, alongside the Wall, there was much loveliness
[so viel Schönes] in our own country.” (38-39) Many of these goods are proferred
at traveling trade fairs. Bach senses at these fairs that ostalgia was being used to
signify something holding together a broad range of diverse regional products,
from jam to linseed oil, organic soap, specialty cakes (Baumkuchen), etc.
In a way that is also a function of today’s post-socialist local Bulgarian
products, esp. that hark back to a pre-socialist past in their duration over decades,
such as the traditional ‘trusted brand’ regional Bulgarian beers. Most of these
were founded as firms in the 1880s after liberation from Ottoman rule, such as
Zagorka and Shumensko, expressing an identification with the autochthonous
‘culture and nation’ − over against commodities from the EU, the invasion of
‘things American’, even a surfeit of English used in product ads and product
names, etc. In a mode of Bulgarian conjunct ostalgia, the contemporary firm
Krina has a line of rice, lentils and beans marketed today under the distinctive
label ‘Once upon a time…’ That as subtext recalls the ‘golden days of Bulgarian
agriculture’ in socialist Bulgaria (and earlier), when many products were native
and thus of ‘better’ ‘traditional’ standard and taste, not imports from elsewhere,
as expressed in this current ostalgia-infused Krina video in Bulgarian: https://
youtu.be/iveodZclxx0).
Detska Zakuska, a favorite chocolate biscuit for kids younger and older in
socialist Bulgaria, is today marketed in the same old paper box with simple design
and color as a hi-quality product from the socialist past, here in an ironic image
before the controversial Soviet Army Monument in Sofia (https://tinyurl.com/
yxvtsxpo). Yet many Bulgarians will say these biscuits tasted better back then,
as did many of their vanished, now fondly recalled edibles, such as the strictly
uniform state yoghurt across the country, in effect a single state brand produced
in numerous local factories, the same price everywhere, sold in returnable glass
jars. Some of the umpteen yoghurt brands now available (in colorful single-use
disposable plastic containers) have reintroduced the socialist-era label marking
БДС, ‘Bulgarian State Standard,’ to attract consumers to the ‘high quality’ of the
product, harking back to an earlier decade. Many older Bulgarians refer to the
numerous brands of current white cheese (sirene), yellow cheese (kashkaval) and
izvara, a cousin of cottage cheese, curds or German Quark, as ‘менте,’ i.e. ‘fake,’
not like the ‘real thing’ conforming to national strict БДС, as in the socialist
dairyland of the past. People tell you there is no ‘supervision and control’ over
ingredients and production nowadays. The BG pejorative менте is also often
applied to many wines and brandies today in the market, thought to be full
of chemicals and preservatives − ‘phoney’ compared with hi-quality ‘authentic’
wine and brandy before 1990, or home-made brandy now still much in demand
as in the past, often sold on a ‘grey market.’
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So what cultural memory conjures here in part is, as Bach argues, a
“romanticized East Germany recreated through these products.” This came
to clash with an earlier view that ‘authentic products’ were actually from the
West, ‘real coffee’, Coca-Cola (‘the real thing’), etc. In discussing the “economy
of appearances” that flooded into the old GDR, Bach notes: “This sudden switch
in the perception of Western goods from real to fake is partially a result of
eastern Germans behaving too much like the ideal consumer. They fell for
advertisements and felt at once betrayed and wiser as they came to understand
that guile is part of advertising.”(25) This is cultural consumer memory analyzed
through a grounded ethnographic lens. The GDR economy was nearly devoid
of commodity adverts in the media or elsewhere, as in Bulgaria well into the
late 1980s. The reasons for that were largely ideological, but also an attempt
at de-commodification. Costs in state restaurants and cafes in the GDR (as in
Bulgaria) were quite low, and premises after work and evenings were packed,,
very unlike today (at least in Bulgaria). Just as the low BG transport cost for
bus/train/domestic air, and for utilities such as water (today 70x more costly [!]
per cubic), for medicines and medical care, were a form of demonetization, 4
stotinki urban busfare in Bulgaria for decades, and still 6 stotinki in early 1990s
(today 100 stot.).
Collecting Communism Chap. 2
Chap. 2, “Collecting Communism,” deals in detail with the many small
often local museums that sprang up on the new federal states on the soil of the
old GDR, offering collections of all manner of memorabilia. Bach quotes many
such collection creators and analyzes their rationale, and how they have been
criticized, and sketches with photos what such ‘memory museums’ contain as
exhibits, their remarkable inventories of objects, how they are displayed, their
restaurants offering recollected tastes and time to refresh and recollect. Bach also
raises a range of questions relevant to what museology is in respect to cultural
memory, its representation and preservation, and as a space for learning, here in
confronting lost strands of one’s own identity.
In the 1990s, people began to collect remnants of everyday life (books,
furniture, appliances, cups and saucers, Communist Party-related paraphernalia,
postcards, record albums) from trash heaps, abandoned buildings, flea markets,
in “a desperate attempt to grasp the past as it slipped away before their eyes …
doing the hard work to wrench the everyday from the fringes.” (49) Everyday
objects became vessels anchoring a reservoir of memories about what was
positive in the GDR and one’s own personal lived and vital past. So ‘from trash
to artifact’ and museums began to be created in the mid-1990s, in basements,
garages, homes, former factories. Page 53 has a map of 24 GDR Everyday Life
Museums operating at the turn of century. Bach then describes a number of
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those museums and their founders. These museums “represent generational and
epochal memories that form the kind of ‘we-identity’ often associated with the
political memory of nations.” (57) Many of the objects foreground the “aesthetics
of the everyday,” colorful and homey exhibits encompassing collections of
clothes, appliances, schoolbooks, toys, stuffed animals, soaps, typewriters,
cleaning supplies, powdered pudding packages, alarm clocks, glass bottles,
plastic eggcups, Mitropa menus, telephones, flags, badges, old IDs from the Free
German Youth (FDJ), and often a mock, often overpacked Konsum grocery store,
along with dioramas − what the DDR Museum in Berlin calls “history to touch.”
(59) The DDR Museum in Berlin boasts some half a million visitors annually.
All museums claim to show “life as it really was” and seek to educate
a demographic to young to remember the GDR while “providing an identityaffirming experience for the older generation” in their trip down memory lane.
(61) Some critics argue that in their amateurish celebrating of a material image
of the GDR, they tend to trivialize the darker sides of the country’s past, its
mechanisms of repression, becoming a form of entertainment and what the
eminent historian and expert on the GDR, Prof. Martin Sabrow (Humboldt
University) has called “an amusement park of everydayness.”(62) But Bach speaks
of a process of self-inscription in objects, similar to what can be observed among
persons whose sense of self is disrupted by displacement, like migrants and
refugees, as exiles in liminal situations who come to cherish ‘momentos’ from
their former past and place – a process very integral to modes of cultural memory.
Momentos become repositories of an ‘encapsulated’ selfhood and disavowed
identity perhaps to be reconstituted at some point later. East Germans were dis/
re-located not because they had left their country but because it had left them,
their daily life irrevocably altered. Museum founders stress they do not seek to
glorify the past but to “dignify people’s lived experience.” (63) The museums,
Bach stresses, are also sites for “working through” (Aufarbeitung) the past,
coming to terms with its realities and contradictions as a totalitarian system,
recalling what that system sought to build as a “socialist lifestyle.” (79) The final
section of Chap. 2 is headed “‘Working Through’ from the Bottom to the Top”
(84), and stresses how the museums have encouraged a new approach at the
top national levels of discourse, where the “managers of public discourse” (85)
are responding to the call from below to include the memory of the everyday in
their memory landscape within more official state museums, such as the DHM
(German Historical Museum) and the House of History in Bonn and Berlin. Bach
discusses this in some intriguing detail. As a fascinating large-scale Bulgaria
counterpart, the Retro Museum (Ретро Музей) in Varna, now well established
on 4 acres, likewise features a huge array of material objects from the socialist
period (1944-1989), including cars, everyday objects of all kinds: cosmetics,
home appliances, cigarettes, children’s toys and many more artifacts of daily
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life, as well as numerous wax sculptures of famous personalities in the socialist
era. The Museum opened on May Day 2015 and now boasts many visitors. You
can take a virtual tour at the website (https://retromuseum.bg/en/).
Unbuilding Chap. 3
Chap. 3, “Unbuilding,” (89) focuses on the demolition in 2008 of the
Palace of the Republic in Berlin, the former GDR Parliament and cultural center
commissioned by Erich Honecker in 1976 on the then large empty site of the
City Castle, destroyed by the GDR government in 1950, the main residence of the
German emperors, first constructed in the 15th century − and the ensuing longterm reconstruction of that earlier Stadtschloss, perhaps to be completed in 2019.
Bach argues that in cultural memory the Palace of the Republic became a kind of
secular temple, not just the seat of the former parliamentary Volkskammer but
also a huge national cultural center, with 13 cafes, bars and restaurants, an art
gallery, and a spacious Great Hall for myriad events, accommodating up to 5,000
persons. This iconic building resembled in some ways in style and function the
National Palace of Culture in Sofia, the НДК / NDK opened in 1981 to mark the
1300th anniversary of the Bulgarian state. The NDK remains the main convention
and exhibition center in Sofia, and largest such multifunctional cultural center
today in southeastern Europe. The GDR’s Palace of the Republic enjoyed some
60 million visitors from 1976 to 1990, an “unparalleled level of public visibility”
(94). In numerous demonstrations, advocates for its preservation rallied against
the “‘desecration and denigration’ of East German lived experience,” its “memory
world,” and what was perceived as West German colonial arrogance (95, 104).
The chapter thus explores architectonic transformations in public
space and their material monumentality and semantic, a spatial palimpsest in
German memory. Bach seeks to “show how debates about architecture, urban
space, and coming to terms with the past entwine the material terrain of the
site with the symbolic terrain of the nation in ways that evoke and provoke new
forms of appropriation of seemingly competing pasts,” a range of physical places
around which collective memory coalesces as a lieu de mémoire (90). He uses the
term ‘inheritance’ as a structure in space that invokes memory, and speaks of
an elegiac mode of inheritance of the then still standing Palace of the Republic
(abruptly shut down in September 1990) after the dismantling of the GDR, where
the “socialist past is invested with mourning and melancholia and appropriated
through its recreation as a lost object of desire” and a powerful site of cathexis for
ex-Ossis from 1990 to 2008. (92) This bears some resemblance to the fate of the
Georgi Dimitrov Mausoleum, a central, hyper-iconic socialist site in Sofia from
1949, destroyed in 1999 after a highly heated nationwide debate; its destruction
itself proved problematic, requiring four attempts, three astoundingly abortive
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(https://tinyurl.com/y53t8p3x). Watch the highly controversial University of
California TV docu-film (2000) dealing with this complex mentioned below.
After its sudden closure in 1990 due to the supposed dangers of its
asbestos interior, as Bach puts it, the abandoned Palace “lingered as a kind of
picture of Dorian Gray: while united Berlin grew younger every day with new
construction, grime dulled the palace’s shiny bronze façade, expressing the
long visual reverberations of a regime stopped in its tracks.” (100) It was seen in
cultural memory by many − in a form of collective melancholia − as “a corpse,
a coffin, a contaminated body, and other metaphors of death and decay.” (104)
That is strikingly similar to the ambivalent cultural memories swirling around
the decaying Buzludzha House-Monument of the Bulgarian Communist Party,
opened in 1981 (see below). Much from his insights regarding Berlin can also be
applied to looking at other cityscapes, destruction of buildings, huge unfinished
concrete ruins left standing (as in Shumen) and their modes of architectural
inclusion and exclusion of cultural memory, as he analyzes the “multiplicity of
pasts operating in Berlin’s memory landscape.” (129). Figure 3.12 (135) shows the
huge white graffito, in cultural memory sardonically iconic, scrawled in anger in
Dec. 2008 on a retaining wall of the former Palace of the Republic, then totally
demolished: “DIE DDR HAT’S NIE GEGEBEN” (‘The GDR Never Existed’).
The Wall After the Wall Chap. 4
Chap. 4 focuses on “The Wall After the Wall” (136), the post-unification
trajectory of the Berlin Wall that “vanished in the blink of a historical eye” (137), as it
then slowly condensed into a site of memory. It examines three key commemorative
sites, which reflect how the wall was ‘taken out of time,’ detemporalized, and then
retemporalized and made available for appropriation in cultural memory. Bach
notes: “In the production of collective memory, temporality is at the forefront
of this dance of decoding and recoding of space: memory sites play complex
games with time … curating narratives and conveying sentiments … creating
the presence of the past in a particular location,” what he calls a “time-space”
playing on the German term for ‘time frame,’ Zeitraum. He continues: “keeping
space available to memory … requires the labor of the negative … to capture a
struggle with ambiguity as it oscillates between presence and absence.” (138) Bach
then describes the process by which the wall and its former space, and various
‘remnants’ (aside from the Brandenburg Gate, the Cold War hyper-icon in Berlin’s
heart), initially deterritorialized and submerged, by developers, gradually returned
to public political discourse and sight, especially with the 40th anniversary of its
building on August 14, 1961. Debate swirled around the Alexandra Hildebrandt’s
Freedom Monument at former Checkpoint Charlie, with its 1.065 black crosses to
commemorate deaths at the wall (Figure 4.1, 143), a space then forcibly cleared by
municipality fiat despite protests on July 4, 2005, whatever the reasons.
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Bach then deals in detail with the three key sites of commemorative
cultural memory, each reflecting a different mode of retemporalization: the
Bernauer Strasse Wall Memorial, the Checkpoint Charlie memorial and the East
Side Gallery. Intriguingly, “Bernauer Strasse presents many different versions of
the wall all at once – as ruin, abstract representation, hulking realist restoration,
subtle archaeological trace, spaces between buildings – thereby making any one
version unable to ‘relieve viewers of their memory burden,’ as James Young once
put it.” (149). It becomes a kind of ‘countermonument’ in an ‘authentic’ landscape of
encounter, “engaging and prodding the viewer’s personal relationship to the events
being commemorated regardless of he visitor’s age, provenance, or politics.” (150)
Bach suggests this creates the “spatial equivalent of the temporality of trauma” in
the city’s memoryscape, forging a direct link to other counter-monumental sites
of memory in Berlin, such as Peter Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews
of Europe (see Figures 4.4., 4.5., 4.6, 151-52). Bach then turns to the “Checkpoint
Charlie Experience,” a quite different site of wall remembrance encounter in a kind
of “place marketing,” and then the East Side Gallery with all its bright murals, a
1.3 km-long “visual testimony of the joy and spirit of liberation.” (160-61; Figure
4.13, 165) and major tourist destination since 1990. Gentrification by developers
has threatened this memory space, with striking protests by artists and many
others against its encroachment. In Sept. 2019, a section of the Berlin Wall murals
by Thierry Noir, probably the first artist to begin paintings on the Wall in 1984,
is to be placed on permanent display in Plovdiv, Bulgaria (https://tinyurl.com/
yxa64hos), marking in material memory the 30th anniversary of the Wall’s fall.
The three key “wall after the wall” sites correspond loosely, in Bach’s view, “to the
temporalities of trauma, consumption, and the political,” as each site connects
with what he calls Berlin’s “memory economy.” (167).
Epilogue Exit Ghost
The “Epilogue” (169) is a fascinating analysis of the special attention paid
in the book to “things out of place and places out of time” in the circulation
of cultural memory and its materialities in the former and present ‘time-space’
of the ghosted GDR over the quarter century covered. Its memorable epigraph
is from the East German playwright Heiner Müller: “Decisive is, that finally
the speechless speak and the stones talk” (‘Entscheidend ist, dass endlich die
Sprachlosen sprechen und die Steine reden’). That line remains a great epigraph
for cultural memory inquiry. He stresses at the outset that today “questions
about nostalgia, authenticity, complicity and everyday life take new forms” when
posed by a new post-unification generation in Germany. “All societies carry out
unavoidable negotiations between multiple, overlapping, and contradictory pasts
through the mechanism of inheritance … a specifically intergenerational task
that links the past to the future through the mechanism of appropriation – the
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making of what was once someone else’s into mine/yours.” (169) That mechanism
is ubiquitous to cultural memory.
In his Epilogue, Bach seeks to give the last word to the generation in
and from the East who came of age after reunification, with the “need to both
identify with and disavow the past.” (172) He does in a coda to the shaping of
memory from below by exploring a rediscovery of Heiner Müller’s controversial
1977 drama Hamlet Machine, banned in the GDR at the time, and first performed
in spring 1990. It led to the writing by a young ex-GDR theater student Romy
and a Western colleague Martin, likewise a theater student, of a new play
Exit Ghost, 20 years after reunification, performed by the collective ‘theatrale
subversion,’ utilizing 1989 rehearsal notes for Hamlet Machine, and actors playing
themselves, and playing historical figures. This was all staged by post-1989 exOssis and Wessis in their 20s and 30s, German ‘millennials’ in the core sense,
the play ultimately forming a backdrop for the then ongoing recent protests
over social justice issues in Greece, Spain and the ‘Arab Spring’ in the Middle
East. Bach observes: “The year 1989 in Exit Ghost is not the past but the ghost
that accompanies their own biographies and becomes mixed up with them” as
they speak about die Wende and the emotional minefield it engendered, also
in the time-spaces of their own families (177). The play fleshes out a ‘double
inheritance,’ recognition of both one’s own inheritance and that of the ‘other,’
East and West.
Significant for Bach, present in the play, itself an auto-ethnographic
drama, is also a fear of the totalizing Western capitalism, neoliberal globalization
as the disempowering context, also a vital concern among younger citizens
elsewhere. Millennials and others voice amplified interest in socialist history,
theory and new alternatives, including exploring realities in Eastern Europe
before 1989 (Wolff 2019). In Germany, the UK, Ireland, Portugal, Belgium
(Rogatyuk 2019) and a range of other countries, we observe the emergence
of the most left-progressive younger demographic in many decades, likewise
in the US (Solty 2019), teachers there now in ‘red state revolt’ (https://tinyurl.
com/y3v35mpg). The play seems to intimate a generational longing for a new
transformative direction in society and economy, less hegemony and ultimately
working-class power. As Bach in closing notes: “Through Exit Ghost we think
tradition through its ruptures and, in the process, wonder even what exactly
counts as a rupture: ‘Is the GDR a Trojan horse that has slipped into the Federal
Republic, now activated and unfolding its potential?’ is the question that frames
the play, asked once at the beginning and at the end.” (181) It expresses a yearning
for the presence of a new sense of ‘deep democracy,’ however compromised,
confounded and convoluted in the national German context. For Bach, that is
a potential turn integral to a democratic notion of vernacular cultural memory
from deep below, the final chord in his analysis.
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Supplementary to Bach’s Epilogue is in my view the unique life story
of the American-born ‘red’ journalist Victor Grossman, who defected as a US
army recruit to the GDR in 1952 and has lived in East Berlin down to today,
aged 91. In a May 2019 interview, Victor discusses in personal passion (https://
youtu.be/swOo39XnWKY from min. 15) his engaged views on GDR socialism,
extraordinary memories of life there and the current situation. His book
(Grossman 2019) vividly details his GDR saga, firsthand insights, hopes for the
present and the darkling global future. This recent article by Grossman on the
1 Sept. 2019 regional elections in eastern Germany reflects in insider depth on
decline of support for left-socialist politics in the former GDR, extraordinary
strengthening of the AfD far-right party, and aspects of cultural-political
memory within recent years among the population there (https://tinyurl.com/
eas999).
Cultural Memory and the Recent Bulgarian Past: Foci for
Reflection
Matthew Brunwasser’s controversial University of California TV docufilm (2000) centering on Bulgarian history 1945-1999 is worth contemplating
in the light of Bach’s GDR analysis: it incorporates a range of vernacular voices,
memorable images from the socialist past, the central event of the 1999 demolition
of the Georgi Dimitrov Mausoleum is foregrounded; it explores youthful
socialist hopes, new paths and despair, anomie since 1990, older generations’
memories of socialism and more. How Bulgarian millennials, Gen Z (and an
older demographic) respond to its narrative and visuals is worth researching
and discussing, the film is relatively still too little known in Bulgarian schools,
academe or social media mindshare (https://youtu.be/ky1K155L8vM).
A rural memoryscape in the present − entangled with vivid memories
of the very different socialist past − is explored in the docu-film (2019) by US
filmmaker Kay Hannahan, АЛТИМИР (Altimir: https://www.altimirfilm.
com). Curated by The Atlantic, the 17-min. film is subtitled “Life in the world’s
fastest shrinking country.” It explores the inhabitants’ everyday life, their joys
and malaise, and the deeply nostalgic village memoryscape through talk with
one family in Altimir. The village, 100 km north of Sofia, in the Vratsa district,
once boasted 3,500 inhabitants, thriving agriculture and numerous factories
under socialism until 1990; now ca. 990 inhabitants are left, 43% aged 60+, a
villagescape of abandoned phantom buildings, orphaned spaces and strong
‘ostalgic’ memories (https://tinyurl.com/yy7rsnrx). Relevant is Roberts (2019)
on the film, where he notes: “What is left is a decaying town. Overgrown in
parts, windows are smashed and walls are collapsing. The playground is empty
and windows in the church appear to be boarded up. The few elderly people who
are left in the village reminisce about the better days when the factories were
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working. They wistfully remember the days of communism when everyone’s
paycheques were smaller but everything cost less.” Read also this news report
on ghostly empty and depopulating villages in Bulgaria (https://tinyurl.com/
yxtso2vn). Many abandoned, vandalized children’s playgrounds, also here in
Shumen, dot urban Bulgaria today. In the film, there is brief mention of sewing
for export to survive; in that context, see this news report: “Bulgaria is ‘The
Sewing Sweatshop of Europe’” (https://tinyurl.com/y4bzl3hv), a land beset by
poverty, social anomie, mounting inequalities, and the lowest hourly labor costs
in the EU (https://tinyurl.com/yyb2quu5).
The work of travel writer/photographer Darmon Richter examining
huge Communist-era monuments in Eastern Europe, most now derelict,
and the numerous other abandoned buildings from that era haunting the
land, rural and urban, is very germane to a visual exploration of recent and
contested Bulgarian cultural and political memory. In his photo archaeology
of abandoned memoryscapes in concrete, Darmon Richter explores in text and
striking photos the Buzludzha House-Monument of the Bulgarian Communist
Party near the Shipka Pass, dedicated in 1981 on its memory-hallowed site,
and its partial ‘unbuilding’ after 1989, now an imposing ruin abandoned to
the stark elements (see: https://tinyurl.com/oh5snra). This is his excellent
article on the Monument’s history: http://www.buzludzha-monument.com/
mountain). Focusing on ‘dead concrete’ in Shumen’s heart, Richter has a new
article “Skeletons of Utopia: The Story of Shumen’s Central City Square,” on
the never-finished socialist Central Post Office hi-rise administrative complex,
since 1989 a towering desolate ruin (see: https://tinyurl.com/y4aot8ka). Here his
exploration of a famous Zhivkov-era concrete structure (1978), the Monument
to Bulgarian-Soviet Friendship, perched high over Varna (https://tinyurl.com/
y2udytq4), now vandalized, disintegrating, with much graffitied ‘dead concrete’.
On the monument’s chequered history, see: https://tinyurl.com/y4lts6nq. You
can peruse other incisive photo essays on the socialist past’s skeletons and their
stark ghostly materiality in Bulgaria today: https://tinyurl.com/y5sc8lhe. Here
another link, to p. 14 of Richter’s blog, focusing on Bulgaria, and you can visit
other pages there looking at many different sites, often fallen into spectral
post-socialist desuetude, in a range of countries, including Hungary, Romania,
Albania, Ukraine, China and other locales (https://tinyurl.com/y6qefoz2).
Closer to academic home is another towering ‘dead concrete’ 1989
phantom ruin on the main campus of Shumen University, which Richter has (as
yet) not explored: https://tinyurl.com/y69ael58 . Richter’s reflections describing
his exploration of these sites are a kind of visual ethnography and ‘memoryspace
archaeology.’ To my mind, Richter’s (an alias) work is important for alternative
approaches in cultural memory studies and deserves to be far better known.
Akin to Richter’s work is Robert (2014), which also explores the massive Cubist-
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communist monument ‘Founders of the Bulgarian State’ perched high above
Shumen, erected in 1981 on the 1,300th anniversary of the state’s birth, which
Richter in his “Skeletons…” calls “what might just be the best monument in the
world.” See also this brief informative video on the monument: https://youtu.be/
Csmfeq1H7Jw.
Finally, reflections on an artistic vessel of cultural memory representation
that is not much explored in Bach’s analysis: namely film, e.g. decades of GDR
dramatic films and their abiding popularity well after 1990. The only film Bach
comments on briefly (pp. 15, 35, 37, 41, 76) is Good Bye, Lenin! (2003); the highly
critical 2006 dramatic film focusing on Stasi repression, Das Leben der Anderen,
is simply named in passing, not analyzed. Exemplary are the many films over
decades of DEFA, including the prize-winning East German-Bulgarian coproduction by Konrad Wolf and Angel Wagenstein, Sterne / ЗВЕЗДИ (1959), filmed
in Bansko, set in Gorna Dzhumaya (Blagoevgrad), dealing with the forced fascist
deportation of Greek Jews from Thrace to Treblinka through and by Bulgaria
during WW II (https://tinyurl.com/yycpaxaf). One of the most memory-laden
films dealing with early socialist Bulgaria is Angel Wagenstein’s СЛЕД КРАЯ
НА СВЕТА (After the End of the World) (1998), also exploring Jewish history
in his native Plovdiv (film: https://tinyurl.com/y3mmhfrv). A memory-oriented
study on that film would be highly instructive, since flashback scenes to 194547 in Plovdiv comprise its structural core. The first flashback unforgettable.
The scenario is based mainly on Wagenstein’s novel set in Plovdiv, ДАЛЕЧ ОТ
ТОЛЕДО (Far from Toledo, 2001), see: https://tinyurl.com/y5as2sfh. Selvelli (2017)
looks in depth at Bulgarian-Jewish cultural memoryspaces as reflected in the
work of Angel Wagenstein and Elias Canetti. Her essay is based on a comparison
of Wagenstein’s childhood and later socialist memories in Plovdiv, which infuse
ДАЛЕЧ ОТ ТОЛЕДО, and Canetti’s childhood memories of Rustschuk (Ruse),
as sketched in Die gerettete Zunge. Selvelli does not deal with the film СЛЕД
КРАЯ НА СВЕТА. There is new international interest in Wagenstein’s opus: a
film by US filmmaker Andrea Simon is Angel Wagenstein: Art is a Weapon (2017,
84 min.), watch the trailer here: https://tinyurl.com/yx9nszcf. Other striking
material from the film is online: https://youtu.be/hn2C1zD28Ok. Wagenstein
commanded a Jewish partisan brigade inside Bulgaria against the pro-fascist
regime, but later became an outspoken critic of harsh aspects of Bulgarian
socialist practice, also mirrored in ДАЛЕЧ ОТ ТОЛЕДО and СЛЕД КРАЯ НА
СВЕТА. Aged 96, he remains an ever critical Bulgarian writer and film author.
Listen to a critical 2013 interview with Wagenstein about Bulgarian government
WW II actions against Greek and Macedonian Jewry, deported and nearly all
murdered: https://youtu.be/KrY-mXys4nI. Here an interview in Vidin (https://
youtu.be/4TyD9YpT8nw), his dad’s birthplace, about sundry shambolic realities
in Bulgaria 2016. His voice needs to be heard here in Bulgaria and beyond,
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reflecting on “what remains” within struggles over ‘inheritance’ of the socialist
past throughout Eastern Europe, its clashing memories, legacies of anomie, and
in Wagenstein’s eyes, its initial bright promise and multiple democratic and
human failures. Central to grasping anomie today in the US, Bulgaria, Germany
and elsewhere is social critic Chris Hedges’ incisive 2018 analysis: https://tinyurl.
com/yxvorfqe.
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